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Introduction

With the recent advent of biosensors and digital image acquisition technologies, scientists are now able to routinely generate gigabytes or even terabytes of imaging data. However, human
interpretration of such large-scale datasets is very time-consuming and somehow subjective. This stresses the need for replicable and generic computational methods to automate the
extraction of useful, quantitative, information from these images.
Towards that goal, we have identified a strong need for intuitive and efficient computerized tools to foster collaboration between biomedical researchers working with virtual microscopy and
computer scientists developing machine learning and computer vision methods.
In this context, we present the ongoing development of a web-based software platform for remote annotation, visualization, and automated analysis of whole-slide images.

Whole-slide Visualization and Annotation On the Web

Our lightweight whole-slide image server and viewer uses Java/JavaScript technologies and a relational database to allow collaborative annotations of images using ontology terms.

Tree-based Learning for Automatic Segmentation and Quanti fication of Tissues

Our recent generic machine learning algorithm using random subwindows and tree-based approaches [1,2] exploits manual annotations to learn a segmentation model based on local raw
pixel values. The model can be later applied on new images for automatic tissue quantification. It will be integrated into the web platform in the near future.

−→ −→ −→

Distributed and Incremental Content-Based Image Retrieva l

The potential number of whole-slide images, their sizes, their availability accross different centers or hospitals, and frequent additions (as new tissues are scanned) makes efficient, distributed
and incremental CBIR a useful tool to help researchers and pathologists to explore their data and support their findings or diagnosis. We illustrate the potential of our recent CBIR approach
[3] to index roughly about 53000 256 × 256 pixels tiles extracted from 8 whole-slide images of experimental lungs generated for a cancer project.
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